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In every family, someone ends up with Mom's and Dad's "stuff" - a lifetime's worth of old family

photos, papers, and memorabilia packed into boxes. This book gives step-by-step instructions

for organizing inherited items in a way that honors the loved one while bringing peace to the

rest of the family.You'll learn how to: • Effectively sort and purge boxes of your parent's stuff

that you inherited • Decide which family heirlooms to keep • Donate items to museums,

societies, and charities   • Protect and pass on keepsakes



How to Organize Inherited ItemsA Step-by-Step Guide for Dealing With Boxes of Your Parents’

Stuff.Denise May LevenickThe Family CuratorCincinnati, OhioContentsHow to Organize
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Of The Family CuratorIn every family, someone ends up with “the stuff.” I had my first glimpse

at a family archive when I was about seven years old. My elderly grandmother Arline held me

by the hand to lead me into a shadowy back room that smelled of cologne and BENGAY

ointment. She reached under a bureau and pulled out an old-fashioned suitcase, leaving a trail

of dust on the wooden floor. I held my breath as she flipped open the metal latches, certain that

great treasures would be revealed inside. But instead of jewelry or etched silver, all I saw was

paper, paper, and more paper filling the interior.Grandma sifted through the old letters,

receipts, bankbooks, and loose papers until she found what she wanted to show me—a

yellowing newspaper with screaming headlines. It was a news story about my grandmother and

the brazen daytime child-snatching of her first daughter, my great-aunt Lucile. The suitcase

filled with crumbling newsprint had taken on a whole new meaning; here was treasure after all.I

have always liked old things, so my grandmother’s papers held a special fascination for me.

Without any special fanfare or fuss, my family seemed to assume that I would be The Family

Curator, the keeper of “the stuff.”By the time I inherited “Arline’s Archive” in 2000, my

grandmother had passed away, and all her papers had been moved to a large steamer trunk

stored in a small, unheated office adjacent to my aunt’s garage. Aside from the few days when

I was allowed to borrow several items for a college paper, the trunk remained closed for thirty-

five years.When we finally lifted the lid of the large travel trunk, we saw absolute chaos inside.

It looked as though someone had quite literally opened Grandma Arline’s treasure-filled

suitcases and dumped the contents into the large empty cavity of the trunk. There was no

organization at all. Old photographs were lying next to bankbooks on top of letters, rent

receipts, and blue chip stamps. Buttons, earrings, and metal curlers were mixed amongst the



layers.Most family archives aren’t found in libraries or museums. Instead, like my

grandmother’s collection, they’re found in suitcases, boxes, trunks, and drawers tucked away in

attics, basements, garages, and even under beds.Some storage places aren’t bad

environments for long-term storage, but many, especially attics and basements, are death

zones for artifacts. The trunk had provided a relatively sealed environment for Arline’s

treasures, keeping things free from dust, damp, and vermin; but anything in the uninsulated

room was subjected to the Southern California climate, which fluctuates from freezing to triple

digits. Fortunately, the trunk must have been closed during dry weather; there was no trace of

damp or mildew.My first instinct was to sort and then store everything, but I learned that was

not always the best way to work with a family archive. Organizing too soon can be as

disastrous as poor storage. I certainly wasn’t a professional archivist; I didn’t even consider

myself very good at organizing. I wasn’t quite sure how to approach the project.An entire life

had been poured into a box and I needed help managing it. I wanted to know how to untangle

the stories hiding in those documents, letters, and photos.I set about learning best practices for

working with historical materials, but couldn’t find the information I needed. Genealogists were

mostly concerned with organizing pedigree charts or preserving vital records; collectors dealt

with artifacts like quilts, samplers, or military memorabilia; photographers focused on digitizing

images. I learned something from each field, but I still wanted help working with an entire

project.The professional world of libraries and museums offered guidance in working with

larger collections, which seemed closer to my goal, but they had knowledge, funds, and

staffing that I didn’t have. As I read more about archival practices, I discovered more

questions:What should I do first?Should I sort or organize?Should I move everything into

archival storage?Should I scan and digitize everything?Should I make photocopies?Should I

keep everything?What could I throw away?I started using my word processor to keep notes on

archival standards, how to care for various heirlooms, and what kinds of documents were

important for genealogical research. Before long, I was drowning in information but still not

making much progress in coming up with a realistic “game plan” to work with Arline’s Archive. I

knew what to do, but I didn’t know how to begin.On top of it all was the reality that I was a high

school teacher with a busy family life. My grown sons were off at college and jobs, but home

often enough that I wanted to be available for them and for our extended family. I helped my

husband with office work for his business and enjoyed my volunteer commitments. My

genealogy work was pretty well confined to school vacations and summers; I didn’t have the

time or resources to become a full-time archivist.I was growing increasingly frustrated and

discouraged, when I was struck by a true “aha” moment. I suddenly realized that I no longer

thought of my inheritance as my “grandmother’s stuff,” but now looked at the contents of the

trunk as The Arline Allen Kinsel Papers. My grandmother’s things were just as much an

“official” archive as any family history collection in the Smithsonian Museum.Arline’s letters,

photos, and memorabilia all spoke of a fascinating story, but I didn’t have to give up my life to

be the permanent caretaker of her possessions. I found that by adapting professional methods

for a family archive, I could confidently sort through my grandmother’s treasures and discover

the stories they held. I could more comfortably make decisions about items worth preserving

and I could wisely invest the resources I had available for the project. I was in charge of the

stuff instead of the other way around.Since opening my grandmother’s trunk, I have become

The Family Curator for six more family archives. The largest included five homes filled with

personal possessions; the smallest came in a brown paper lunch bag. I wasn’t much different

than the overworked museum staffers who have to decide how to handle hundreds of new

collections. They couldn’t possibly process everything immediately, so why should I expect that



I could? I realized I could choose just how much sorting, organizing, and transcribing I wanted

to do, and set my own timeline.You And Your Family ArchiveYou may have boxes filled with

treasures, or you may be helping a parent or relative downsize her possessions as she moves

to a smaller home. You may even want help making your own family archive more accessible

for your children and grandchildren. This book will help you organize your family archive and

preserve your family history for future generations regardless of the size of your family history

inheritance.You probably have a busy life filled with many roles and responsibilities, so you

don’t need one more all-consuming project. You also don’t need a lot of guilt simply because

you choose not to spend your life caring for other people’s possessions. That’s why I’ve pulled

together what I’ve learned to make your work as the family archivist as easy as possible.How

To Use This BookThis book offers practical ideas for distributing items among family members,

deciding what’s worth saving, and preserving family heirlooms.You won’t need to spend hours

searching books, websites, and articles to learn how to care for old documents or military

ribbons; the first section of this book details basic care, organizing, and storage procedures for

many of the most commonly inherited family history items.You don’t even need to rush out and

spend a paycheck on archival supplies; you will find easy-working solutions that are also gentle

on your wallet.If you are organizing a sizeable family collection, I suggest you start at the

beginning with chapter one and work your way through the ten checkpoints that help you

organize your archive.If you need quick answers for items that have landed on your doorstep,

turn to chapters six, seven, and eight for ideas on care and storage.It’s essential that you move

sequentially through the tasks, even if your archive is so small it can be contained in a

shoebox. Otherwise, you may lose valuable clues and be sorry you rushed ahead.Caring for

family heirlooms is a rewarding adventure with hidden surprises; you never know what you may

find.I wish you many happy hours discovering the treasures in your own family archive. I’d love

to hear about your experiences with the techniques in this book and the treasures you find;

please send me a note at familycurator@gmail.com.Happy archiving!Denise

LevenickPasadena, CaliforniaI Inherited Grandma’s Stuff, Now What?The expression

“measure twice, cut once” is common in construction, but it’s a notion that applies to working

with your family archive as well. Careful planning now can save you hours and considerable

anguish in the future. There is no “do-over” when it comes to the first time you open a box of

family memorabilia carefully packed away by your ancestor.Time spent planning now will help

you create a firm plan to achieve an organized family archive.Part 1 of this book will walk you

through a ten-step plan to organize your archive. Be sure to complete each checkpoint in

order.Checkpoint 1: Organize Your Objectives (chapter one)Checkpoint 2: Set Your Goals and

Timeline (chapter two)Checkpoint 3: Inventory Your Archive (chapter two)Checkpoint 4: Order

Your Storage Supplies (chapter two)Checkpoint 5: Enlist Assistance (chapter three)Checkpoint

6: Sort and Organize Your Archive (chapter four)Checkpoint 7: Catalog Your Archive (chapter

four)Checkpoint 8: Find a Home for Your Archive (chapter four)Checkpoint 9: Donate Your

Family Archive (chapter five)Checkpoint 10: Plan Your Legacy (chapter five)1Organize Your

ObjectivesA family archive is more than a scrapbook of old photos or a few boxes filled with

trinkets inherited from your oldest relative. A family archive is part of an estate’s personal

property and may include:family photographs, slides, home movies, videos, or

audiotapesportraits, miniatures, daguerreotypes, tintypesscrapbooks, baby albums, funeral

memorial books, wedding albums, college yearbookstextiles, such as quilts, samplers, and

heirloom clothing made by family membersheirloom jewelry and watchesheirloom furniture,

clocks, rugs, etc.collections and collectibles, such as baseball cards or sports memorabilia,

tools, teacups, toys, figurines, first edition books, camerasgenealogical data, pedigree charts,



researchA family archive is a collection of personal items. When a person passes away, these

items become a part of her estate. Typically, personal items are not individually identified in a

person’s last will and testament, and the deceased may or may not have made provisions for

the disposition of the family heritage items. Heirs are often unsure of how to handle these

items, and you may be in this very situation.A family archive can be inherited before death, as

well. And it can be received separately from any other estate assets. Many times, a move to a

smaller home or to a retirement community will prompt the current family curator to seek out a

new home for the family memorabilia, often with someone in a younger generation.An avid

genealogist or local historian might even inherit an archive from a friend or acquaintance with a

common interest and no suitable family members to receive the bequest.In this chapter,

Checkpoint 1: Organize Your Objectives will encourage you to name your collection and help

you set goals and objectives for your family archive. If you are reading this book to get ideas for

how to make proper provisions for your family heritage items, your descendents will surely

thank you.First, Save HistoryWhen it comes time to distribute personal property from an

estate, first establish the family archive. Decide if you, or someone else, will be the “keeper of

the stuff.” When my aunt passed away, my interest in genealogy and family history made it a

good fit for me to accept the family scrapbooks, albums, letters, and other “historical” materials.

My sister and I were busy clearing out the house and getting it ready for sale, so anything

“genealogical” went into boxes to be sorted later.It’s easy to spot many items of family history

value, such as photos, letters, and albums, but what about the oddball things that may hold a

clue to a family connection? If you are the genealogist in the family, don’t be bashful about

asking your relatives to be on the lookout for certain items that may be helpful in your

research.With any luck, the task of clearing out your relative’s home will be shared by several

family members. Ask your family to set aside anything they think might be useful; it’s easier to

throw it away later than lose the clue forever.What Makes You Keeper of the Archive?People

who inherit family archives often take on one of three roles: the Curator, the Creator or the

Caretaker. Look closely at each role. When you identify why you have the archive, it is easier to

determine what to do with your inheritance. Whether you see yourself as Curator, Creator, or

Caretaker, or maybe a blending of all three, you have inherited a wonderful opportunity to

honor your loved one and create a lasting family legacy that will be a blessing, not a burden, for

generations to come.CuratorCurators have a good overview of the responsibilities involved in

caring for a family archive—from organizing to preserving. Curators also know enough about

the subject to recognize significant objects and suggest ways to use them in exhibits and

collections. Consider that a professional curator understands what it takes to comprise a

meaningful collection, as well as how to arrange, exhibit, and describe the collection so that

visitors can take away a new understanding of the subject.Likewise, a family curator looks for

meaning in everyday objects, adds this to a family tree, drops in anecdotes and stories, and

presents a snapshot portrait of a long-dead ancestor that others can relate to in the twenty-first

century. The family curator then goes on to carefully preserve those objects, pedigrees, and

stories so that our great-great-grandchildren will have access to the same family

legacy.CreatorA family history archive is an exciting resource for genealogy, scrapbooks,

albums, films, and other creative projects. Even mass-market greeting cards have found uses

for vintage family photos. Creative opportunities are everywhere.If you plan to use a family

archive in a creative endeavor, take time to research copyright laws and to obtain any

necessary permission from other family members. Ownership of an item does not

automatically give you the right to use or reprint an original work.The women in my family are

avid letter writers, and I have inherited a great deal of correspondence. According to United



States Copyright Law, however, those letters are not mine to reprint or publish until they fall into

the public domain. This date depends largely on the date of creation. Until then, the rights

belong to the authors or heirs of the authors.My grandmother Arline corresponded with many

friends and relatives and she kept many of the letters she received. Even though those letters

belonged to Arline and I inherited them, I cannot reprint them. The contents of those letters are

just as protected as the content of any books I inherited from Arline. Fortunately, my

grandmother inherited her mother’s things, and her mother had kept many of the letters Arline

had written her, so in a roundabout way, I did inherit many of Arline’s letters, and because I am

her legal heir, I am entitled to reprint and publish her works, no matter when they were

created.Creators should be aware of copyright laws affecting material found in a family archive.

Be certain that you have the legal right to print or reuse the work before publishing or using it in

another form. Sharon DeBartolo Carmack’s Guide to Copyright & Contracts answers many

questions about copyright issues for genealogists and writers. Check with an attorney if you are

unsure of your right to use family materials.Creators will find many ways to use a family archive

in their projects—from inspiration, to raw materials, to information sources. Following are a few

ideas.The Curator’s CommandmentDo No HarmThink twice, if not three times, before

attempting any conservation acts involving irreplaceable family artifacts. Ignore the torn

scrapbook page, the loose photograph, the multi-page letter. Do not give in to the temptation to

mend the scrapbook with tape, to glue down the loose photo, or staple together multiple pages.
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Kentucky Fran, “A Guiding Light at an Overwhelming Time. I wish this book had been in my

hands when I had to sort through the contents of an ancestor's three-story Victorian house --

with full (and I mean FULL) basement! Denise Levenick's "How to Organize Inherited Items"

would have been a guiding light.The author takes you methodically step by step as you decide

what to do with "all that stuff," whether you're dealing with an entire house or a few boxes from

your great-grandmother's closet. The overwhelming becomes manageable. From advising you

on giving your inherited collection a name (which is surprisingly important!) to setting goals for

your collection and ultimately deciding what to keep and how to keep it, the tips are

straightforward and easy to follow.Levenick offers guidance on how to preserve the "keepers"

and when to consider donating items to historical societies or archives. The book even includes

advice and cautions about the legal aspects of publishing those old letters and diaries you've
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found. BONUS: It also has internet links to a wealth of additional information, including free

checklists, forms, and templates that are great tools for organizing your tasks.Maybe the

greatest thing I learned in this book was that "digital safe deposit boxes" exist to hold your

information in trust for a designated beneficiary. Imagine storing your family history with one of

those services, knowing it is safe for the present and will go in the future to a relative you know

will treasure it as much as you do!In most families, one person ends up being the historian/

archivist/collector-of-stuff. If you're that person in your family, this ebook will help you - whether

you make the "toss/keep/preserve/donate" decisions by yourself or include siblings and

cousins in the process. If you're not that person in your family, consider giving this ebook to the

relative who is.(Note: I'm also using Levenick's tips to organize my own "treasures" and de-

clutter my own house. This is definitely helping me, and it's bound to be a relief to my

descendants!)This ebook is one of thee parts included in Levenick's paperback book 

  

How to Archive Family Keepsakes: Learn How to Preserve Family Photos, Memorabilia and

Genealogy Records

  

  

, which is available on Amazon only in print form. However, all three parts are available

separately in Kindle editions by these titles:1. 

  

How to Organize Inherited Items

  

  

    2. 

  

How to Organize Family History Paperwork



  

  

    3. 

  

Organization Strategies for Genealogy Success

  

  

    Now that I've read the first one, I'm definitely going to check out the other two!”

The book by Denise May Levenick has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided

feedback.
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